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Introduction 
 

Thank you for your interest in installing a SignAll system. SignAll LEARN is mainly used by 

educational institutions to make practicing ASL more fun. It’s intended for one user at 

a time to learn and practice ASL in an interactive way. 

Please note that proper installation is crucial. In the following sections, we summarize 

the requirements for the installation. Feel free to contact us at hello@signall.us if you 

have any questions! 

We are looking forward to working with you! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

   Zsolt Robotka, Co-Founder & CEO  
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IT requirements 
 

Please note that the system comes with its own PC. No 

software will be installed on any of your computers! 
 

Unless otherwise specified, SignAll provides all the necessary hardware elements and 

installs the system as a separate ‘island’. The system requires power (~900-1000W) and 

network connection. 

 
Therefore, only the network connection should be discussed. 
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Network requirements 

The system requires an Internet connection for the following purposes: support, user 

registration. The required bandwidth is 10Mbit/sec. 

 

Outbound connections are usually not blocked by firewalls, but in environments with 

strict security policies, a firewall might be set up to block all unknown connections. So, 

we list all the ports we use: 

• During the installation and also for support (maintenance, deploying new releases, 

etc.), we use our server with fixed IP 86.101.231.105 with encrypted connections. 

· We use 3576 port for FTP (SSL/TLS implicit encryption) connection during the 

installation. 

· We use 7777 port for update our PostgreSQL database. 

· We use 7778 port for update SignAll system. 

· We use 7779 port for monitoring and update SignAll system. 

· We use 8443 port for update SignAll media and SignAll installation files. 

• For the same reason, we use TeamViewer to access the PC (and the Tablet) 

remotely. The default outgoing TCP and UDP ports the TeamViewer uses is 5938. It 

has two fallbacks if 5938 is blocked, but they are slower solutions: TCP 443 or TCP 

80. 

• For the user registration (password reminder), we use the SMTP server 

smtp.gmail.com on port 587. 
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Environmental requirements 

Tabletop vs Booth design 

In most of the cases, we install the tabletop hardware on a tabletop (surface area of 

the tabletop min. 30 x 60 inches). The tabletop is preferred; however, you might need 

a booth solution (that means walls around the system) in case the operation is exposed 

to direct sunlight, or you want more privacy in an open office/classroom setting. 

 Tabletop Booth 

SignAll LEARN product 

(one user) 

 

 
Minimum space: 7’ x 5’ 

 
Footprint of the booth: 7’ x 5’ 

Additional 

Environmental 

Requirements 

• A white or light-colored 

backdrop is necessary behind 

the signer.  A fixed wall is ideal 

but not essential. 

• The distance between the table 

and the backdrop should be at 

least 4’ 

•  It should be free of people or 

objects.  

• Lighting should be controlled.  

Typical office lighting is 

recommended.  Direct sunlight 

will affect reliability. 

• A backdrop is inherently part of 

the booth, and should be free 

of people or objects.  

• Lighting is generally controlled 

inside the booth, but direct 

sunlight or spotlights from 

above will affect reliability. 
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Example #1 – Installing in a small room 

In the following example, we show the installation of a SignAll LEARN product in a small 

room. The room has no windows, just controlled lights. The room size is only 7’x7’. As you 

can see in the figure below, the distance between the tabletop and the back wall is 

slightly more than the minimum 4 feet. 
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Example #2 – Installing in the corner of a bigger room 

In the following example, we show the installation of a SignAll LEARN product in a 

classroom-like setting. This time the room has windows. To minimize the uncontrolled 

light on the user, we add a screen.  
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Photos of installed systems 

 

 
Figure 1: A SignAll LEARN  system in a small lab 
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Figure 2: A demo system at the ASLTA congress, the display is mirrored to the visitors so they could see what the 

user saw. This setup includes a 4th camera on the top that is no longer part of the system. 
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Figure 3: A system for multiple purposes (LEARN  and CHAT), the green background is not necessary. This setup 

served as a test and had numerous cameras on the scaffold. 
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Maintenance requirements 

 
While our team performs all the installation and technical support tasks, we need our 

partner to delegate someone as an ‘operator’ to perform the following functions: 

• User management: add new users to the system. 

• Calibration: if someone dislocates/rotates the cameras then they should be moved 

back to the initial position and calibrated through a 1-2 minute guided process 

 

 

The ideal operator is a staff member of the lab/department where the system is 

installed. Please note that this role does not require IT skills. 

 

 


